We must study the evils before them. These are signs for those who remember that it is all about, now is the time to get the facts. You should examine and verify the miracle for yourself. If you have questions, do not hesitate to call or write to us.

**Over it is 19**

The Quran is the Final Testament. It is a scripture with a built-in-proof of divine authorship—a superhuman mathematical composition which was unveiled in 1974 by late Dr. Rashad Khalifa, in accordance with God’s will. The Quran’s mathematical composition based on number 19 is simple to understand, but impossible to imitate. God calls it one of the greatest miracles (74:35).

If you have not heard about the miracle or are not exactly sure what it is all about, please be informed that it is only $12 annually for the USA and Canada, and $19 for overseas. God bless you all, remember that it is a lesson for everyone.

**Lessons From the Past cont’d**

Moses was one of the many messengers who came after them. God’s system is unchanged. These communities are important for us. We must study the evils they committed, the sins we are thus Of and may He be pleased with you for your continuous support.

**Now Available!**

**QURAN: Visual Presentation of the Miracle
Dr. Rashad Khalifa**

**The Computer Speaks
Dr. Rashad Khalifa**

**Quran, Hadith, and Islam
Dr. Rashad Khalifa**

**Jesus Myths and Message
Luba Spyge**

**19 Questions for Christian Clergy
Edly Vakser**

**Beyond Probability
God’s Message in Meherism, Series 1
Abdullah, Arab**

**The Great Debate (Video)
-Watch Dr. Khalifa in debate...
**

**The Contact (Salat) Prayer Booklet**

**Price includes shipping and handling.**

$7.50

Price includes shipping and handling. Make your check payable to ICS / Masjid Tucson

P.O. Box 43476
Tucson, AZ 85733

---

**QURAN THE FINAL TESTAMENT Authorized English Version
Translated from the Original by Rashad Khalifa, Ph.D.**

**Beautiful Paperback, 50 Pages
Glossary, Index, Appendices
English Text Only**

$9.50

Price includes shipping and handling.
Lessons From the Past: Noah, Hud, Saleh, Lot, Shu‘aib

There are 114 (96th) suras (chapters) in the Quran. If we look at the number of verses in each sura, we see that 54 suras have an even number of verses, and 60 suras have an odd number of verses. Now, if we look at the prime numbers associated with indices 54 and 60, we find them to be 251 and 281. (In other words, the 54th prime number is 251, and the 60th prime number is 281.) Next, if we add these prime numbers together, we get 532, and if we divide 532 by 2, we get an even number of verses. The 114th prime number is 1992, and the 1992nd prime number is 3249. If we add these prime numbers together, we get 5241, which is an odd number of verses. This pattern continues.

The Quran's Mathematical Composition Based on Prime Number 19:

Simple to Understand, Impossible to Imitate

We will show them our proofs in the horizons, and within themselves, until they realize that this is the truth... (41:43)

By the Even and the Odd (89:3)

There are 114 (96th) suras (chapters) in the Quran. If we look at the number of verses in each sura, we see that 54 suras have an even number of verses, and 60 suras have an odd number of verses. Now, if we look at the prime numbers associated with indices 54 and 60, we find them to be 251 and 281. (In other words, the 54th prime number is 251, and the 60th prime number is 281.) Next, if we add these prime numbers together, we get 532, and if we divide 532 by 2, we get an even number of verses. The 114th prime number is 1992, and the 1992nd prime number is 3249. If we add these prime numbers together, we get 5241, which is an odd number of verses. This pattern continues.

The Quran's Mathematical Composition Based on Prime Number 19:

Simple to Understand, Impossible to Imitate

We will show them our proofs in the horizons, and within themselves, until they realize that this is the truth... (41:43)

By the Even and the Odd (89:3)

There are 114 (96th) suras (chapters) in the Quran. If we look at the number of verses in each sura, we see that 54 suras have an even number of verses, and 60 suras have an odd number of verses. Now, if we look at the prime numbers associated with indices 54 and 60, we find them to be 251 and 281. (In other words, the 54th prime number is 251, and the 60th prime number is 281.) Next, if we add these prime numbers together, we get 532, and if we divide 532 by 2, we get an even number of verses. The 114th prime number is 1992, and the 1992nd prime number is 3249. If we add these prime numbers together, we get 5241, which is an odd number of verses. This pattern continues.

The Quran's Mathematical Composition Based on Prime Number 19:

Simple to Understand, Impossible to Imitate

We will show them our proofs in the horizons, and within themselves, until they realize that this is the truth... (41:43)

By the Even and the Odd (89:3)

There are 114 (96th) suras (chapters) in the Quran. If we look at the number of verses in each sura, we see that 54 suras have an even number of verses, and 60 suras have an odd number of verses. Now, if we look at the prime numbers associated with indices 54 and 60, we find them to be 251 and 281. (In other words, the 54th prime number is 251, and the 60th prime number is 281.) Next, if we add these prime numbers together, we get 532, and if we divide 532 by 2, we get an even number of verses. The 114th prime number is 1992, and the 1992nd prime number is 3249. If we add these prime numbers together, we get 5241, which is an odd number of verses. This pattern continues.